"Hobby. . . denied today that recent Wac recruiting had been a "flop". . . When it was mentioned to her that an unidentified Republican Senator had blamed the Wac uniform for keeping down enlistment and she was asked if a change was contemplated, she said: "I would doubt it. We have quite a supply on hand." 6 Male G.I.s needed rifles made, planes delivered, scarves knit, war bonds bought and reinforcements at the front. What the WAC needed was a more flattering jacket.
Why Uniforms?
Military history is important, if unfashionable. Uniforms are arguably the least important aspect of military history. Yet there is nothing frivolous about such frivolousness. Institutional clothing is a deliberate symbol of identity. To study uniforms is to study how the military wishes to symbolically construct its members. By dressing its members uniformly, a given military hierarchy is making its expectations of its members known-in their very appearance, they represent the organization to their community. It is also important to involve civilian fashion when reading uniforms. Just as it is ill-conceived to separate a military from the culture that created it, it is pointless to examine a uniform outside of its fashion context. 7 The recruitment of women into regular military service represented a dramatic shift in American practices. It is important to examine both institutional decisions and public reactions as a means of understanding this transition through dress. Women's uniforms became an obsession among Americans during World War II because they provided a safe vocabulary for larger issues; that is, what society expected of and feared from its female soldiers. While several military organizations recruited women, I will focus upon the Army and Navy. 8 I will also emphasize women working in a nonmedical capacity. American women could not afford such luxuries, it was largely from French couture styles that readymade clothing took inspiration. 18 American ready-to-wear designers now had to rely on themselves for inspiration. While Life would later lament that designers "must concentrate on styles which, at even $100 or more, will produce volume sales," it nevertheless highlighted wholesale designers most prominently in its list of important names in fashion.
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It is no wonder that planners would eagerly turn to popular readymade designers when developing uniforms. It was deemed important that servicewomen never be dowdy; it was decided that Waacs would wear a topcoat designed by Philip Mangone and a light overcoat by Maria Krum. 20 The WAVES chose Mainboucher to design their overall outfit. 21 These choices were publicized: the anonymous editor of an early Life article considered it equally important to include models displaying three WAAC uniforms as images of packed recruiting depots. 22 While the larger WAC was limited to issuing regulation sizes, the much smaller WAVES and SPAR forces offered tailored uniforms at normal clothing stores. 23 24 Historically the Navy had fostered a more upper-crust image in its officer corps in dress and mannerisms, and the WAVES-including enlisted members--were depicted as a particularly classy part of that circle. 25 The first Life article depicting a WAVES uniform was about just that-the uniform. A model in the new outfit is posed in Mainboucher's studio, being admired by the designer himself.
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The Army also pursued glamour. "Miss Victoria Gleeson" is a fictional young woman featured in The Waacs, a sort of recruiting-novelization-come-manual. 27 Vicky is a 1940 Smith graduate and a "real dash," a "symbol of the new independence of women all over the nation,"
with a job in public relations. 28 She is issued a "smart khaki-colored dress cap fashioned after the French kepi" and blouses that are "both very good-looking, so Vicky thinks." 29 While she is instructed that tilting her hat back in a more stylishly feminine style "may look coy to you, but to the experienced and sophisticated Army eye it looks ridiculous," fashion is nevertheless emphasized. Beach simply had no cold weather clothing to issue the transfers. 33 This situation was not unique.
The public was concerned about these inadequate uniforms. However, the definition of what constituted inadequacy differed. Emilee Blair of Poteau, Oklahoma wrote to Life regarding a table of WAAC clothing issue that they had published in the previous issue:
My curiosity overwhelms me and compels me to ask, what are the girls going to wear for skirts? I will thank you for an early reply so that I will know that the girls are properly clothed before winter draws on.
34
She was assured by the editor that each Waac would receive three khaki skirts. The tone suggests that Waacs needed not only skirts, but proper skirts. Improper garb was an affront to cultural norms-Waacs in unfashionable uniforms would be especially prone to disrespect.
Military nurses did not share this problem. While Army nurses served overseas in such dangerous conditions that they were issued actual combat fatigues, the uniforms that they would have worn stateside were more conventional. 35 While in 1943 their dress uniform was changed to that of other female soldiers, they retained unique insignia and a "cap which is flat in back, softer, more feminine and more comfortable looking." 36 Nurse uniforms were no more traditionally feminine in cut than those of their nonmedical counterparts before their merger, yet this insistence on a distinctly "feminine" hat remained.. 37 While the Nurse Corps looked for distinction, the Army issued a shirt and tie for a more This may seem like pure speculation, an overeager researcher cherrypicking articles that serve her purposes. But the uniform obsession of the American media regarding the WAC and WAVES coexists with a near absence of coverage of more dramatic sexual scandals. While rumors briefly spread of women being issued condoms, the issue by and large disappears from major publications afterward. 43 Wacs were routinely accused of crimes ranging from sexual promiscuity to lesbianism to the point that it negatively affected recruitment. Allegations of lesbianism were brought on partly by a perceived "mannishness" of the uniform. The popular soldiers' comic "Male Call" featured its protagonist Miss Lace mistakenly sleeping with a woman. "They should have more distinctive insignia on those WAC uniforms!" she complains. . ." reads the narrator, "they can be purchased at the post-exchange, for a girl doesn't lose her femininity when she dons a uniform." 48 The Army stressed that a Waac is under no fewer style obligations than a civilian woman.
This scene weaponizes the uniform. The individual items are arranged for filming as would be tanks, planes, or ammunition-whereas the combat branches of the Army had been engaged in finding enough weapons for the fight, the obsession of the Wacs was finding a decent outfit.
Perhaps the reporter who stopped Hobby in Algiers was on the right track; while the average G.I.
fought with his rifle, uniform was a critical element of the WAC arsenal. The transition to the WAC and away from "auxiliary" status was to ease integration with the Army at large, as occupations of Waacs had increased far beyond the planners' original intent. However, an in-depth discussion of this expansion and subsequent transition is not the intent of this paper. I will use WAAC and WAC when temporally appropriate, but the transition had little to no effect on uniforms beyond some minor changes in insignia. "Waac" and" Wac"-and "Wave," the Navy equivalent--are the slang terms for individual female servicemembers, which I also use where contextually appropriate. The Women Air Service Pilots (WASPs) were a much more daring organization in terms of both organization and dress, and worthy of independent research. However they were never officially incorporated into the Army Air Corps and were disbanded shortly before the end of the war. I exclude them for brevity.
